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W A R C AB INE T . 

CONTROL AND H I G H E R O R G A N I S A T I O N OF T H E R A I L W A Y S . 

Memorandum by the Minister of War Transport. 

T H E War Cabinet, at their meeting on 15th July, 1941 (W.M. (41) 70th 
Conclusions), invited me to circulate my "proposals, as already submitted to the 
Lord President 's Committee, for a revision of the Railway Control Agreement, 
and to submit a Paper setting out the proposed changes in the control and higher 
organisation of the Railways. 

The Railway Control Agreement. 
2. My proposals for a revision of the Railway Control Agreement are 

contained in the Memorandum printed as an Appendix to this Paper. This 
Memorandum was submitted to the Lord P re s iden t s Committee, which, at its 
Meeting on 3rd July, 1941 (L.P. (41) 28th Meeting, Minute 4), recorded the view 
that the terms proposed represented a reasonable rental payment to the Railway 
Companies during the control period. 

Control and "Higher Organisation of the Railways. 
3. On the outbreak of war the Minister of Transport took control of the 

Railways by an Order under Defence Regulation 69. The effect is tha t the 
controlled undertakings must be carried on in accordance with his directions and 
that all their property (other than currency, gold, securities or negotiable 
instruments) is at his disposal. In form the Regulation differs from the Regula
tion of the Forces Act, 1871, under which "posses s ion" was taken of the 
Railways by the Government in 1914, but the effects are similar and the Min i s t e r s 
control is complete so long as the Control Order is in force. 

4. On taking control the Minister appointed the Railway Executive 
Committee (consisting of the four General Managers and a representative of 
the L.P.T.B., with Sir Ralph Wedgwood as Chairman) to be his agents for the 
purpose of giving directions under the Control Order. A t the same time he 
instructed the Railway Managements to carry on as usual, subject to the directions 
of the Committee. The Minister had, at an earlier stage, issued general instruc
tions to General Managers on control of the railways and working of essential 
traffic during an emergency, and these instructions came into immediate operation 
on control being taken. An officer of the Ministry was appointed Railway Control 
Officer as the means of communicating the Minister 's wishes to the Committee. 
He was subsequently made a member of the Committee. 



5. I t is thus clear that, under the Control Order I possess all the powers 
required to secure the operation of the Railways in the interests of the State and 
of the war effort. I t becomes, therefore, only a question of the extent to which 
powers are exercised and of the efficiency of the machine for carrying out my 
directions. 

6. A primary object" of control and of the appointment of the Railway 
Executive Committee of General Managers as the Min i s t e r s agents was to 
secure that under war conditions there should be the necessary centralised 
direction of operation. Each of the controlled undertakings is under the direction 
of the Executive Committee, who in turn derive their authority direct from 
the Minister. Through them he communicates his instructions to the Manage
ments, individually or collectively, as occasion may require. The initiative of 
individual managements and their responsibility for day-to-day operations is 
thus preserved (and it is essential tha t it should be), while they are knit together 
as a war machine under the direction of the Executive Committee. In certain 
respects, where closer working between the different systems has been necessary 
this has been secured by joint machinery, such as the Central Wagon Control and 
Central Stores and Purchasing Organisation. I understand that such arrange
ments have on occasions had to be imposed by pressure on the Companies, and 
there may well be other directions in which improvements can be achieved. By 
making a change in the Chairmanship, by appointing a Deputy Chairman, and 
by requiring a proper division of function between the various members of the 
Executive Committee, who would be allotted a defined sphere of responsibility 
over the whole network of railways, I hope to expedite these improvements and to 
develop a spiri t of more willing co-operation than has sometimes existed on the 
Committee as at present constituted. 

7. The pool of receipts and expenditure has in itself brought about 
abandonment of traffic clearances between Companies, so that competitive interests 
in traffic have ceased between the parties. 

8. The alteration in the basis of the financial agreement by the elimination 
of the profit-sharing element will in itself conduce to a more whole-hearted 
identification of the railway managements with the Ministry. 

9. Under the Control Order the Boards of Directors of the Companies retain 
their responsibilities in regard to capital expenditure and distribution of the 
net receipts accruing to the Companies. I t is not the practice of the Boards to 
intervene in the day to day working of the railways. In such matters, the railway 
managements carry on subject only to the directions of the Minister and the 
Railway Executive Committee. The General Managers as Agents of the Minister 
are bound to carry out such directions and no action of the Chairmen or the 
Boards could counteract such directions or divert the Managers from compliance 
with them. 

L. 

Ministry of War Transport,

July 21, 1941. 




T H E RAILWAY CONTROL AGREEMENT. 

[Memorandum submitted to the Lord President's Committee by the 
Minister of War Transport.) 

A T the meeting of the Lord President 's Committee on the 23rd May 
(L.P. (41) 21st Meeting, Minute 2) I was authorised to open negotiations with 
the railway companies'on the question of compensation for war damage, on the 
lines of the proposals applicable to public utilities generally. I have met the 
Railway Chairmen, and representatives of the Ministry have had three meetings 
with the Railway General Managers. Close touch has been maintained with the 
Treasury. 

2. After consulting the Chancellor of the Exchequer, I informed the 
Railway Chairmen that it was intended to apply the proposals concerning war 
damage to public utility companies over all the field. This meant the elimination 
of the provision in the present railway agreement under which the cost of war 
damage is to be taken into account when reviewing charges up to a maximum of 
£10,000,000 in any one year. I also drew attention to the statement made by the 
Chancellor in the Budget speech as to the Government's policy in regard to the 
stabilisation of transport charges. The Railway Chahmren agreed that these 
factors made it necessary to modify the present agreement as from the 
1st January , 1941. 

3. Discussion on this basis has proceeded with the Railway General 
Managers and Lord Ashfield, representing the London Passenger Transport 
Board, who have been informed that the Government propose to substitute a fixed 
payment for the existing financial arrangements. After considering the matter, 
the General Managers have refrained from proposing a figure for the fixed 
payment, but have submitted certain data which they regard as representing 
factors which should be taken into consideration. A copy of their statement, 
which covers the main line railways and the London Passenger Transport Board, 
is annexed. The Chairmen have already indicated that they feel entitled, under 
any revised terms, to compensation not less favourable than that to which they 
are entitled under the present financial arrangements. 

4. The da ta submitted by the railways are built u p to constitute the net 
revenue in 1940 and 1941 based on the continuance and strict execution of the 
existing agreement with no charge for war damage and no " l a g  " between 
increased costs and increased charges. I n fact there is an unbridged gap in 
respect of 1940 under the latter head amounting to about £11-8 million, apa r t 
from a similar gap of £2 million in respect of the control period of 1939. If the 
old agreement had continued this gap would eventually have been closed, and even 
in the altered circumstances there is one element in it which it is difficult to 
dispute, namely, that which can be at t r ibuted to delay on the par t of the Govern
ment in implementing its undertaking to increase charges promptly as provided 
in the present agreement. The amount of revenue thus lost in 1940 is estimated 
a t about £ 3 ^ million. 

Tw^o alternative figures are shown for 1941 both based on the results for the 
first .20 weeks of the year. The first alternative is expressed at an annual ra te 
on a daily basis, the second upon the increase in the net revenue of the first 
20 weeks of 1941 over the corresponding period of 1940. The latter comparison 
is vitiated by the abnormal weather conditions which dislocated traffic, in the 
early months of 1940. On the other hand, the first alternative does not reflect 
fully the seasonal variations in traffic throughout the year and thus tends to 
understate the net revenue. The 1941 figures assume tha t interference with 
traffic resulting from air-raids, &c, will not be on a scale in excess of that suffered 
between Janua ry and May of this year, and therefore ignore the effect of the 
possible re turn of heavy bombing or the contingency of invasion. 



5. Subject to these points and to verification of figures the salient data are 
as follows :— 

£ millions. 
A.—Standard revenue (fixed under the Railways Act. 1921) 55-3 

B.—Existing minimum guarantee 39-4 

Railway
under

 shares 
existing 

C.—Current net revenues— Total.

arrangements
(balance to 

Exchequer). 
charging (a) " P o o l  " earnings 1940 (after 

£1 -7 million for war damage) ... 
(b) 1940 (notional, i.e., if war damage charge 

had been excluded and all increased costs 

42-3 All 

had been recovered currently
increased charges in full) 

(a) 1941 on the same basis as (b) above— 

 by 
55-7 49-4 

(i) if daily rate of net revenue for the 
first 20 "weeks of year continues ... 

(ii) if increase in net revenue of first 
20 weeks of 1941 over corres

52-7 47-8 

ponding
tained 

 period of 1940 is main
61-3 52-2 

D.—War Damage. 
The quid pro quo for the change in the method of dealing with war 

damage is put a t £ 2 i million a year. 
6. There are three main issues :— 
(a)	 The amount, if any, necessary to reflect the fact that under the present 

proposals the railways would lose the r ight to recover increased 
working costs by increased charges spread over the future. This is 
shortly described as the " l a g . " 

(b)	 The amount, if any, which should be included in the fixed payment by 
way of compensation for any worsening of the railway position in 
respect of recovery of cost of war damage. 

(c)	 The amount of the fixed annual payment to be substituted for the present 
scheme of compensation. 

7. So far as war damage is concerned, it has been made clear to the Railway 
Managers that the character of the charge for this liability had completely 
changed since the draft agreement was drawn up. I t was now, by statute, to be 
a capital charge and not a working expense. So far as any " quid pro quo " for 
the introduction of the new scheme was concerned, the Managers were told that 
the Government did not accept the companies' interpretation of the existing 
arrangements, which would put them in a better position than any other property 
owner, public utili ty or otherwise and pre-supposed that, whatever the rate of 
damage, the Government were to continue to bear the first £10 million in any 
year, instead of one-half of it as envisaged in the new scheme. 

A more reasonable basis of comparison would, it was suggested, be to work 
out and compare the total sum which the companies would be entitled to recover 
(either through increases in charges, or from the Government) in respect of the 
whole of their war damage, (a) under the draft agreement, and (b) under the new 
scheme. Looked at in this way it could not be said that one arrangement was 
necessarily more or less favourable than the other; it all depended upon the amount 
of damage. 

8. The revision of the draft agreement, apar t from the change in the basis 
of compensation, was also discussed at the meeting, and substantial agreement 
was reached, except upon one technical point which is still under discussion 
but need not delay the main negotiations. 



9. Apar t from the question of the fixed payment itself, there is a matter 
which arises out o f the change in the basis o f compensation as to which the 
Managers and Lord Ashfield have made strong representations. They point out 
that, if the existing scheme were adhered to. the economic stability of the railway 
industry would be maintained by a continual adjustment of charges to 
expenditure,, but that this will cease if railway charges are " pegged " as 
proposed by the Government. They therefore seek an assurance from the Govern
ment that control on the basis of a fixed payment will be continued unti l there 
has been reasonable time to adjust railway charges to the post-war level of costs 
of operation. In the absence of some such assurance, there may be difficulty in 
obtaining a full and complete discharge o f all Government liabilities in respect 
of the control. 

10. To sum up : — 
There seems to be no prospect of reaching agreement on any figure which is 

not substantially in excess of the existing minimum guarantee (£40 million). The 
net revenue of the Pool in 1940 (£42 - 3 million) is a figure to which the railways, 
upon their own line of argument, could legitimately claim some addition in 
respect of (a) the amount (£1-7 million) of the 1940 charge to revenue for war 
damage, and (b) the amount of the " l a g  " in 1940 due to Government delay in 
increasing charges (£3J million). They have, in addition, arguable claims for 
some consideration for the fact that (c) the balance of the " lag " will be lost to 
them permanently and that (d) they will, under the W a r Damage Scheme, have 
to meet up to 50 per cent, of the total cost of war damage instead of recovering 
the first £10 million in any year from railway users. If points (a) and (b) only 
be met, the 1940 net revenue becomes about £47^ million, of which, under the 
present financial arrangements, the railways would have retained £45^ million. 

I t seems necessary at this stage to bring home to the railways the consequences 
of two essential fac ts : — 

(a)	 Railway charges are now to be kept steady. The general lines adopted 
in the original agreement cease to be applicable and the amount of 
profit allowed to the railways must be reconsidered in a new light. 

(6) The war	 damage scheme may prove to be either more favourable or less 
favourable to the railways than what was envisaged in the original 
agreement. But the railways, like all other industrial undertakings, 
must now fall under the new scheme. 

I t is necessary therefore to dismiss the line of approach adopted by the 
Railway Managers. The argument would i o r o cocci that owing to the stabilisation 
policy the railways should be remunerated by a fixed payment related to pre-war 
earnings. I n ordinary circumstances the Government would regard as appro
priate, under the new conditions, the sum of £39-4 million per annum which has 
been taken as the pre-war average and is an average favourable to the railways 
because it omits the year 1938, which was a bad year. But having regard to all 
the circumstances, including the circumstances that the railways were losers 
in 1940 by reason of delay in increasing charges in that year while the old 
agreement was still in force, and out of consideration for their views about the 
new war damage scheme, the Government would be prepared to continue the 
figure of £42-3 million, which was the amount of profit shown in their accounts 
for the year 1940 under the terms of the old agreement as i t in fact worked out. 
I t may be necessary in negotiation to go as far as £43 million, the amount, 
which, under the old agreement, the railways are entitled to retain in full (without 
surrendering par t to the Exchequer) if they earn as much. 

Ministry of War Transport.

1st July, 1941. 




A N N E X . 

Data submitted by Railways. 

PROPOSED REVISION OF THE DRAFT RAILWAY AGREEMENT. 

Factors to be taken into Consideration in determining the Quantum of the 
proposed Fixed Annual Payment. 

NOTE.—All the following figures relate to the four Main Line Companies 
and the London Passenger Transport Board, including ownership 
proportions of " J " Joint Lines, and exclude Non-Pool Revenue based 
on Year 1940. 

(a)	 The Standard Revenues of the Companies and the London 
Passenger Transport Board are £55,288,000— 

L.N.E.R. Company 
L.M.S.R. Company 
G.W.R. Company 
S.R. Company 
L.P.T.B 

(b) The present minimum Guarantee is £39.400,000-
L.N.E.R. Company 
L.M.S.R. Company 
G.W.R. Company 
S.R. Company 
L.P.T.B 

(c) The Estimated Pool earnings of the Companies and the 
L.P.T.B. for the year 1940 amounted to £42 ,298 ,000-

Pool Proportions— 
L.N.E.R. Company 
L.M.S.R. Company 
G.W.R. Company 
S.R. Companv 
L.P.T.B. * ..." 

(d)	 Balance of increased cost in 1940 not covered by increased 
charges imposed (excluding War Damage) 

(e)	 The amount of War Damage charged to the Pool in 1940 for 
the five Controlled Undertakings was 

(/) The estimated financial results (adjusted to eliminate W a r 
Damage and to include ' ' lag ' ' of increased charges) for 
the 20 weeks ended the 17th/18th May, 1941, compared 
with corresponding period of 1940, are : — 

20 weeks; 1941 
20 weeks, 1940 

Increase 

(1) If	 the Net Eevenne for the year 1941 were proportionate to 
the Net Revenue for the first 20 weeks, the annual figure
would be (ffft of £20,201,000) 

As compared with the adjusted figure for the Year 1940 ... 

£ 
14,731,000 
19,977,000 

8,176,000 
6,910,000* 
5,494,000 

55,288,000 

9,189,000 
13,435,000 

6,137,000 
6,157,000* 
4,482,000 

39,400.000 

9,865,000 
14,423,000 

6,588,000 
6,610,000 
4,812,000 

42,298.000 

11,756,000 

1,679,000 

20.201,000 
18,360,000 

1,841,000 
or 10% 

52,667,000 
55,733,000 

* D o e s not i nc lude £300,000 I n t e r e s t on £7,500,000 4% D e b e n t u r e S tock i s sued in 1939. 



(2) If	 the percentage increases in Net Revenue for the first £ 
20 weeks of 1941 were maintained for the remainder of 
the year, the Net Revenue for 1941 would be 61,306,000 

calculated	 as follows :— £ 
Adjusted Net Revenue for 1940 ... 55,733,000 
4-10-0% 5,573,000 

61,306,000 
The Controlled Par t ies ' proportions of the estimated Net 

Revenues for 1941, as indicated above, are :— 

Total Net Revenue

Maximum of Stage 2
plus 

One half of excess

First Second 
Alternative. Alternative. 

£ £ 

 52,667,000 61,306.000 

 42,996,000 42,996,000 

 4,836,000 9,155,000 

47,832,000 52,151,000 

(g)	 The estimated Net Revenue Pool for 1940, after adjusting for 
War Damage and " lag " of increased charges amounts to 55,733,000 

The proportion accruing to the five controlled parties	 amounts 
to 49,364,000 

(h) Quid pro quo for withdrawal of ivar damage provision in 
present agreement. 

The estimated cost of war damage to the 18th May, 
1941, is approximately £13,250,000. The actual 
period covered by this amount of damage is 
9 months (i.e., from end of August 1940 to end of 
May 1941). This is equivalent to a figure for W a r 
Damage of £18,000,000 per annum. 

The supplement to be added to the fixed annual rental 
as the quid pro quo should be at least £2,500,000 
per annum. 

(NOTE.—The incidence of increased tax liability in respect of W a r Damage 
as a result of the passing of the W a r Damage Act of 1941 has not been 
considered in arr iving at these calculations.) 

June 30, 1941. 








